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I

had the privilege of addressing
delegates to the Directors’
Symposium hosted by The Hong
Kong Institute of Directors on 22
September 2015 entitled, “Hong Kong:
City of Opportunities?” Although it was
my first visit to Hong Kong, there is no
doubt in my mind that it is indeed a city of
opportunities.
My presentation touched upon four world
trends in corporate governance, which I
summarise here as food for thought for
this magazine’s readers.
Integrated
Sustainability
and
Responsibility Reporting
Most modern capitalist corporate law
systems are based on the “shareholder
primacy theory,” which, in its most
simplistic form, stipulates the sole
purpose of a for-profit company as
maximising profits for shareholders.
Directors must act in the best interests of
current as well as future shareholders.
Historically, this approach resulted in the
sole focus being on the bottom-line. And
for many years, corporations were basically
required by statutory provisions only to
report in details on financial performance.
However, in the last 30 years or so, the
concept of “stakeholders” (as opposed to
“shareholders”) has become increasingly
popular. Shareholders are no longer
deemed the dominant or primary
stakeholders.
Employees,
clients,
consumers,
the
community,
the
environment and governments also are
recognised as stakeholders.
Thus the concept of corporate social
responsibilities (CSR) emerged. The
public also has come to expect
businesses, especially large publicly
listed corporations, to adopt and adhere
to environmental, social and governance
(ESG) policies. More recently, corporate
governance codes further raised the
expectation that businesses voluntarily
report on non-financial issues based on
the principle of “comply or explain.”
This has resulted in three phases of
reporting:

• Phase One Reporting: from the single
bottom line of financial reporting to
the triple bottom line that includes also
reporting on social and environmental
efforts;
• Phase
Two
Reporting:
adding
governance to complete what is now
known as “ESG reporting;”
• Phase Three Reporting: from the triple
bottom line to integrated sustainability
and responsibility reporting.
Thus integrated, sustainability and
responsibility is here to stay. These
voluntary forms of reporting probably are
best represented by two organisations:
• Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), an
international independent organisation
that champions sustainability reporting;
and
• International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC), a global coalition of
regulators,
investors,
companies,
standard setters, the accounting
profession
and
non-government
organisations that promotes integrated
reporting or <IR> and thinking.
I foresee that within the next five years, a
significant number of large corporations
will start to adopt the idea of integrated
thinking and integrated reporting as this
dynamic trend takes hold worldwide.
Honest and Reasonable Director
Defence
Somewhat related to the first theme, the
second theme is an Australian trend that
may require more thorough consideration
for Hong Kong. Similar to section 465 of
Hong Kong’s Companies Ordinance of
2014, section 180(1) of the Australian
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) provides that
a director or an officer of a corporation
must exercise his or her powers and
discharge his or her duties with the degree
of care and diligence that a reasonable
person would exercise if occupying a
comparable position with the same
responsibilities in such a corporation.
Section 180(2) contains a statutory
“business judgment rule,” which is
supposed to protect directors against

personal liability if they exercise “business
judgments” under one or more of these
conditions:
• The judgments are made in good faith
for a proper purpose;
• Directors do not have a material
personal interest in the subject matter
of the judgment;
• Directors learn about the subject
matter of the judgment to the extent
that they reasonably believe to be
appropriate; and
• Directors rationally believe that the
judgment is in the best interests of the
corporation.
From what I can observe, the statutory
business judgment rule has been a failure.
Australian directors have identified the
following concerns:
• The protection is available only in
relation to one of the directors’ duties,
namely, the “duty of care and
diligence;”
• “Business judgment” is narrowly
defined as only judgment related to the
business “operations” of a corporation;
• The onus of proof of the
above-mentioned
conditions
was
supposed to be on the plaintiffs, but
the courts have interpreted it as being
on the directors; and
• The business judgment rule has never
protected any Australian director
against liability since it became
effective in 2001.
The Australian Institute of Company
Directors (AICD) raised the issue of a
wider protection for directors against
personal liability on rising expectations to
do
integrated
sustainability
and
responsibility reporting. In 2014, AICD
proposed to insert the “honest and
reasonable director defence” into the
Corporations Act. The “defence” can be
summarised as follows:
• A director should not be liable as long
as he or she acts “honestly, for a proper
purpose and with the degree of care
and diligence that the director
rationally believes to be reasonable in
all the circumstances;”
• The defence should apply to all types of
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judgments, all decisions and under
whatever provision a director is sued,
provided that the director can prove
that he or she acted honestly, for a
proper purpose and with reasonable
care (as stipulated as the first
condition).
The media and investor organisations
criticised the proposal on concern that
the subjective elements of the defence
will over-protect directors and reduce the
high standards expected.
It is unlikely that the “defence” will be
introduced by any Australian Government
soon. However, Australian directors are
getting more and more risk-averse for
fear of personal liability, given that the
Australian business judgment rule is
considered to be a failure in offering them
protection.
Some other wider form of protection for
Australian directors is being proposed,
but it will not be as wide as the “honest
and reasonable director defence,” which
AICD no doubt will keep on pushing.
Widening
Remuneration
Gap
between Executives and Ordinary
Employees
Excessive
executive
and
director
remunerations have been a concern for
several years. Based on findings of the
Greenbury Report in 1995, disclosure of
individual remuneration packages of the
top executives was introduced in the UK.
Several other countries followed suit, but
it had no impact on curbing excessive
director and executive remunerations. In
fact, remunerations of chief executive
officers showed steady increase over
recent years.
Later initiatives to keep executive
remunerations under control did not
seem to curb the steepening upward
climb. More recently, shareholder
activists started to exercise non-binding
vote on director remuneration reports. In
Australia, the “two-strikes and a spill
legislation” was introduced, meaning that
if at two consecutive annual general
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meetings, the majority of shareholders
vote against the board’s remuneration
report, the board shall be dismissed
immediately to clear the way for a new
board.
However, it is unlikely this will have a huge
impact on a related problem, ie, the
widening remuneration gap between
ordinary employees and executives. Let
me mention just two studies below:
• “CEO Pay Continues to Rise as Typical
Workers Are Paid Less” by Alyssa Davis
and Lawrence Mishel, Economic Policy
Institute of the US, June 12, 2014 –
available at http://www.epi.org/publication/ceo-pay-continues-to-rise
“The Bucks Stop Here: Private Sector
• Executive Remuneration in Australia” by
John Shields, Michael O’Donnell &
John O’Brien, Labor Council of New
South
Wales
–
available
at
http://www.psa.asn.au/Oldsite/news/files/
The_Buck_Stops_here.pdf
The worldwide trend is clear. While one
may cite many reasons to defend this
widening gap, but many other reasons also
exist as to why it may become indefensible.
What will be the consequences if we reach
that stage and massive outcries about this
widening gap are heard globally?
Mandatory
Gender
Quota
Legislation
Mandatory gender quota legislation to
improve board diversity is controversial, to
say the least. It is a debate that probably
evokes the most emotion. In 2003, Norway
was the first country in the world to adopt
legislation compelling listed companies to
have at least 40 per cent of either gender
on their boards. All Norwegian companies
complied, probably because a breach could
result in deregistration of a company.
However, in some other Continental
European countries with less severe
sanctions, quotas of 30 per cent to 40
percent of each gender were achieved.
The “old boys’ club” tradition is often
blamed as to why boards do not appoint
more women as members. The playing

field is not level for women and it is a
vicious circle that must be broken by
legislation. To ensure that the playing field
is level, one might consider adopting
legislation requiring that companies
(primarily listed companies) to appoint at
least 40 per cent of either gender to their
boards in, say, three years.
A number of sanctions can be considered
for violation, including heavy personal
fines to all the directors and heavy fines to
the company as well. I do not favour
deregistration as a sanction since the
consequences of deregistering a large and
successful public company is simply too
immense even to contemplate. In addition,
many totally innocent people, including
women, will suffer from such a sanction.
I am also in favour of a sunset clause
stating that once a company reaches the
mandated gender quota and maintains it
for three consecutive years, it gets
exempted from the legislation. As it is, the
playing field will then be level after a
maximum of six years, enough for boards
to pass a valid judgment as to the
advantages of having at least 40% women
serving as directors. After six years,
companies are unlikely to revert to a
situation in which one gender dominates.
Moreover, female board members will
have gained more experience by then to
earn the respect of their male
counterparts, making it unlikely that they
get replaced by men even if the company is
exempt from such legislation.
In most countries without mandatory
gender quota legislation, the gender
imbalance in favour of men is still stark.
Opponents of mandatory gender quota
legislation justify their objection to such
legislation citing several reasons, the lack
of any definitive proof of a “business case”
for appointing more women being
probably the most common.
I will again leave the readers with just one
thought: The “business case” for a
company has always been based on the
“single bottom-line approach,” ie, the
financial performance of a company. If we

recognise other company responsibilities,
the more relevant question nowadays
seems to be whether more women should
be appointed to boards to help the
company fulfil its other non-financial
obligations. It may well be that legislation,
even if it only applies for a limited period of
time, is the only way to create a level
playing field for more women on boards of
listed companies.
I believe that integrated sustainability and
responsibility reporting is here to stay and
corporations will have to accept this
reality and start to prepare to fulfil their
wider reporting responsibilities. In the
near future, all listed companies probably
will need to take into account IIRC’s
ongoing drive to promote <IR> and
integrated thinking. Meanwhile, as long
as Australian company directors fear they
are not protected enough against personal
liability, the issue of wider protection will
continue to be debated in Australia. In
addition, countries the world over will
have to close the widening remuneration
gap between executives and employees to
avoid tensions reaching breaking point.
And while mandatory gender quota
legislation has proven effective to ensure
more women being appointed to boards
in some countries, others should consider
whether this is also the way forward for
their listed companies.
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࢝ᅷܶҞѽҍਯশสၭڰᐯ
ྻݺĳıĲĶՐĺѡĳĳџᗝᓱȃѹ
ᛟऎȶশสȈᑟྻНൌȷߞ
ȶၭुڰྻȷڭԨሃྻ҃
ࠑࠑᆊሲȄᘵ๒ഺ࣏اըڽสȂ֭౮
๑ᆷயশสૌߞ࣏Ϙৎ҇ᆕᑟჃߞࡱҾȄ
ߞاᆊሲៈфϞԋᇒߞұЂᘌཕȂԴ
թاऎӎҏᡝ߰࿄গϘըȂѽࢥڻւȄ
џࡻ៉ีܒЅོޥӈᆣӫܒൢ֙
Ђൊж҃Ⴄӎѹ၍ϭߞԋޱᢜۘൌ࢙
  ݺȶ ߵ   ތϯ ನ Ꭲ ȷ Ȟ Ŵ ũ Ţ ų Ŧ ũ Ű ŭ ť Ŧ ųġ
űųŪŮŢŤźġ ŵũŦŰųźȟȂ൵ᚎඏڽሲȂබ࣏ϲ࣏
ѽळ׀ऎӫዾߞгҦȂᕕѽऎߵތᘇۤ
൵Ђ׀ጛऎறϘߞӫߞȄၭڰӅ༷ӎ
գߵތфӏߞތߵڽ൵ૈ׀ڸփ֖ڰȄੲ
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ᑂᑢҫȂഺஇߞޱຕ׀࣏ލጛऎϞறϘ
ߞ๏ᙇȂփԺՐڽԋӺੲᑂܠޱ౧ћߞ
ഢܠփ෩ӹႎᆽߞசඡטȄ
ЙჅȂᔌ㣣ȶࢺж߰ȷȞहᅆݺȶߵތȷȟ
ߞ࿄݇ԴჅҝĴıՐҽҠڽфȂߵތ
Йԓജऎ࣏ঋݕѹঋࢺԊ߰ȂԢᄌ
৶ȃࢉїȃઐ߰ȃߤȃᖖᄩфࣆܹӺ
ജፁሮऎࢺж߰НϘȄ
ӤթউӠҍԋߤྻയԇߞ࿄݇ȂփҾӔ
Ӻ༟ܕঋِԋġșġэ࣏ێЂϯҾгҦġșġ
ళۤ۶ᓲՇᖖᄩȃߤྻфᇒࣆຉȄ൵ࠕԋ
ᇒՇᘘـ་ϘَȂঋِԋࢷȶЙᓲ
Շබႋ៖ȷߞ১ࡋȂԳབྷඡࠧசܢڰ
Ȅຕ࣏ލಯӠϞϬ༥ࣱඡטȈ
• Ϙ༥ࣱඡטȈӤඏϘܺ።ȞҪգச
ඡטȟᙖਣϬদܺ።ȂҐϢϞߤྻ
фᖖᄩඡטȇ
• ϟ༥ࣱඡטȈҐϢգᝯᇒߞඡטȂ
ѽᅁӫࡈݙᓜߞȶᖖᄩȃߤྻфᇒ
ඡטȷȇ
• Ϭ༥ࣱඡטȈӤϬদܺ።ᙖਣҞࢺ
᠈ݑਣфߤྻയԇᇢԪݑඡטȄ

ᇒᑟᅹȃظႤ߰ȃԋȃۘܠዾߞᑟ
ᅹȃྻϠ৶фࠧࣆܹೡᚐೡߞ
ԑಧݑᗑဖȂ՞Դ෩্ᇢԪݑඡטфᇢ
ԪࢥݑᇯȟȄ
اჰงȂᔌ㣣ഺᘌཕڽށᢖڭԴԑಧљ
ੲȂӏڽĶՐգЂ༓Ђԋ༟ܕళӡᇢ
Ԫࢥݑᇯ۶ᇢԪݑඡߞטўՑ་֖བྷඡȄ
ઍၖЅӫ౩៝תٱီޟ
ϟৎѹᛟሃϘৎѹᛟգڱᝯᗑȂ֭ԯ
ऎഺᘌཕҪԴᑫࣷҍȂ࣏ᏋԪশสᘘ
ቮԺҐւዋȄሃশสȮĳıĲĵՐгҦ౧ڼȯ
ĵķĶ౧ह֬ȂᑫࣷȮĳııĲՐޱᄥޱȯ
ĲĹıĩĲĪ౧ഢܠၭڰфԋᇒನϠ৶Դ֖ڹ
ێᡋϧфே֖ێᚚசȂӅ༷ѾҍϘৎԪ
ನߞϠԴϘ༡֬ԋКҍԇԢຈᚚ֜۶
ᑉညहԢᚚசᕕգߞᚰྕ۶ׅϧ֖ڰȄ

ĲĹıĩĳĪ౧ҒףϘ౧ߞܠޱȶֿᙝޱ
ࡋȷȂѽ࠲᠕ၭڰԴѽϭێКϘৎݕԺৎ
ఐϭ֯ҍȶֿᙝȷȂЙӅݚᑉৎ
ϠࢠޱയԇȈ
• ၭ࣏ڰૌ႕ԳබϘৎӒညӫߞփ֯ҍֿ
ᙝȇ
Ղ࣏߰Ȃ୵ϞசࠑҳȂڽԺԋ • ၭڰԴঋֿᙝ༵ڰϯڭ๑দЂৎϠૈ׀ȇ
ྻԢབྷඡێԴҞࢺ᠈ݑਣфߤྻയԇ • ၭڰԪನԳहࠫЎЏᏋညԳϞႋঋֿ
ᙝߞ༵ڰаਟȇѽф
ўবߞЍ֯ȂփێКߞᰔᰔ߰Ғࣁѽϭی
ৎೡᚐȈ
• ၭڰನݑԳहֿࠫᙝԪгҦߞ൵Ђ׀
ૈȄ
œŦűŰųŵŪůŨġ
• ԑಧඡ៉্טೡᚐȞňŭŰţŢŭġ
ŊůŪŵŪŢŵŪŷŦȂᚎᇍňœŊȂ࣏Ϙৎњࢺབྷඡԋ
Ҟࢺ᠈ݑਣߞቫݑᑾӲೡᚐȟȇѽф ᑂاᣍᅅȂߞܠޱֿᙝڭࡋޱٟգ
• ቫᇢԪඡט৶ྻȞŊůŵŦųůŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŊůŵŦŨųŢŵŦťġ ґȄᑫࣷߞгҦၭڰሮऎթഢࡋՅԴѽϭ
œŦűŰųŵŪůŨġ ńŰŶůŤŪŭȂᚎᇍŊŊœńȂ࣏ϘৎӤᆾ யᛟȈ
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• թഢࡋҪ࠲᠕ۖၭێߞڰКϘ༵ᚚசȂ
ȶᚰྕ۶ׅϧ֖ڰȷȇ
• ȶֿᙝȷҪબ၍Գܠ၍ऎሃԋ
சȶႻ֯ȷգᝯߞֿᙝȇġ
• ϯগఐߞᗝᝋയԇᕕԴϠڗϯȂ
֭ޱਲሮऎᕕӤၭڰയᗝᝋȇѽф
• ܠޱֿᙝݺࡋޱĳııĲՐӠੜѽڽ
Ȃᑫࣷڭӏգԇ֣ၭڰฅۖۦഢࡋ࠲᠕Ȅ
ᑫࣷгҦၭྻڰȞłŶŴŵųŢŭŪŢůġ ŊůŴŵŪŵŶŵŦġ Űŧġ
ńŰŮűŢůźġ ŅŪųŦŤŵŰųŴȂᚎᇍłŊńŅȟ࢙៉ऎၭ
ڰ෩ـڻዃߞ࠲ቪȂѽֺҁেԯऎߤྻ
ᅆҞࢺ᠈ݑਣфߤྻയԇᇢԪݑඡטգ
ڽߞঋِփঋݚᑉৎϠࢠޱയԇ
ȄĳıĲĵՐȂłŊńŅ෩ҍدȶૌ႕фԪನߞၭ
ةڰȷҐϢȮޱᄥޱȯНКȄഺȶةȷ
ҞᗁຕՂϭȈ
• Ҫঋၭ࣏ڰȶӎ㣣ૌ႕ȂੲᑂӒညӫߞ
ȂڭѽږѽನݑԳहࠫЎԴԧўব
ԪನԳᚰྕ۶ׅϧȷփ֖ڰȂЙᕕ
ϯࢠޱയԇȄ
• ҪঋၭڰକᝋށЎЏӎ㣣ૌ႕Ȃੲᑂ
Ӓညӫߞ֖ڰȂѽфЏళۤϞԪನ࢘
ߞġ ᚰྕȞՂϘৎ౧ԆݙԕȟȂഺة
ᕕᏋӡݙݺգֿᙝȃݙգٙܠфၭڰ
ജߞԇ֣౧ћȄ
ཇණфظႤ߰ೡᚐزໞഺ༵࢙៉ਟധة
ҒףѹᣍЮȂྻჅж࠲ቪၭڰȂ་փ
҄ߤྻᅆၭߞڰዾգݙফֲȄ
ᅆݺթϘȶةȷȂᑫࣷࣆܹᕕЙྻԴ
งаయ֖ȄЙჅȂӤݺᑫࣷߞгҦၭڰሮ
ऎᑫࣷߞֿᙝڭࡋޱЙକ࠲ቪҁেȂ
ҁেЏԯऎᑉѕঋݚᑉৎϠࢠޱയԇփᢏ
ఀڽЙྍࡂᔍȄ
୵Ϟȶૌ႕фԪನߞၭةڰȷҳȂϵգ
࢙៉෩ҍϞێҁўՑ࠲ڽቪၭڰȄᘵ๒ഺ
ڱўՑϵҞ෩ڻႵዃߞ࠲ቪȂ֭ࡒܕೣ
Йфࡈ߰ȄԯթłŊńŅា᠈యஜࣆܹၢᅁ
թഢࡋȄ
ࢇΡষڷලჍষᖠႍ৯ຽູູپσ
֖ࣆϠ৶۶ၭڰᗟჅ࣏ԺՐڽϘߡՅ
ԴߞயᛟȄੲᑂĲĺĺĶՐȮňųŦŦůţŶųźඡטȯ
ߞຕލȂॻЏഢܠঋݣᠨኸ৶Ѝԧ
ߞࠛૈ׀ȂӺգවৎਛႬᔌॻߞஇ
ޱȂ֭ܕೣ๑ޱჄѤၭڰф֖ࣆϠ৶ᗟ
ჅߞயᛟșșڰᅁϯȂਯே֖ߞܡᗟ
ԴࠕՐϘߡᜦܠԳኧҐȄ
ࢢێڹԓգێҁఠ֖ۘࣆϠ৶ᗟߞనࣉ
యҍȂ֭ഺৎпߞأᘌཕ֬ѼЪ๒๑ޱ
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ჄѤȄ൵ࠕᇯᡋߵތ༟ܕබၭڰᗟඡט་
֖๑ॗفϧߞظೈȂᑫࣷـЏᅁࣉȶᛕҍ
؊ȷߞޱഢȂҪঋЂൊжߵތԴാ᠈یը༉
ՐЂྻϯظೈхᅆၭߞྻڰᗟඡטȂၭڰ
ྻ༷ӲႋȂѽদᓴྲߞၭྻڰȄ

թҳȂധԺ؆ԑ๑༆ߞϠȂҒࣁЃݑൌҞ
କݳۖۦೢȄ

اϵᝒҐϢџၢ౧ภȂϘਛԋҪঋႿۖ
ڼޱঋِߞ־ݑ୨ᛝڭാ᠈ᇯࢺĴՐȂҞ
ᖔᘄֺȂЙԓߞڼޱۦഢᇒȂԯऎఐऻ
๒փȂഺऻڭڽЙྻᅆ഼ᄌ৶۶֖ࣆϠ ȂٷȃЃݑ൵ԺԴķՐНࢢҞѽԴϘৎг
৶ᗟਮڽЂഺৎहᝯߞயᛟಯӠ ӀߞᖖᄩϭឮߋȂܨၭྻڰЏգږߞ
ԺЂᠩȄѽϭᢰا෩фٿु༵یȈ
༡ֿڽᙝȂ൵ьĵıĦၭڰӤЃݑҍԇ࣏
• ȮńņŐᗟࠛា᠈ϯпȂ഼৶Ѝࡒิᗟȯ ᅆгҦգՀȄփ၃ჅķՐНࢢȂԋᕕ
ȞńņŐġ őŢźġ ńŰůŵŪůŶŦŴġ ŵŰġ œŪŴŦġ ŢŴġ ŕźűŪŤŢŭġ ѽۖӤඏϘ־ݑѹᐱߞ؊বȂԢၭڰ
ŘŰųŬŦųŴġ łųŦġ őŢŪťġ ōŦŴŴȟȂłŭźŴŴŢġ ŅŢŷŪŴф ྻߞЃݑ৶Դכ՜ϞـԺ၃ᢚࢢȂᕕҞ៏
ōŢŸųŦůŤŦġ ŎŪŴũŦŭȂग़၃ᕻࣆຉु ݙٿఀݑٷԢᄈߞපদȂڹгҦᖔڼޱᘄֺȂ
ȂĳıĲĵՐķѡĲĳџșșᝥຕȈũŵŵűĻİİŸŸŸįġ ֒ڎێϵԓജ҃ۤݑٷȄ
ŦűŪįŰųŨİűŶţŭŪŤŢŵŪŰůİŤŦŰĮűŢźĮŤŰůŵŪůŶŦŴĮŵŰĮųŪŴŦ
• ȮᓿЙԓࣹڕȈᑫࣷټᖉᑟᅹ֖ࣆϠ৶ᘇ ЂൊжٟգӲޱۘ־ݑ୨ᛝߞਛȂгҦ
ԺьȯȞŕũŦġŃŶŤŬŴġŔŵŰűġŉŦųŦĻġőųŪŷŢŵŦġŔŦŤŵŰųġ ၭށࡋྻڰᢖԳЪ๒ӤݑٷѹᐱȄхᅆӲޱ
ņŹŦŤŶŵŪŷŦġ œŦŮŶůŦųŢŵŪŰůġ Ūůġ łŶŴŵųŢŭŪŢȟȂŋŰũůġ ۘ־ݑ୨ᛝѹঋգවৎ১ԯȂێК൵
ŔũŪŦŭťŴȃŎŪŤũŢŦŭġ ŐɅŅŰůůŦŭŭфŋŰũůġ ŐɅŃųŪŦů ߞ࣏ԯऎ૿ѻϘৎȶৎ੯ȷڽፁзᝋށ
 Ȃ ྲ ࡑ ࢃ ᆬ ൻ Ѝ  ৶ ྻ ș ș ᝥ ຕ Ȉ գቮঋԇـԺЃݑ་ϢၭྻڰȄ
ũŵŵűĻİİŸŸŸįűŴŢįŢŴůįŢŶİŐŭťŴŪŵŦİůŦŸŴİŧŪŭŦŴİŕũŦ
ᢰاԓᡝ߰ࢥւϘৎயᛟȈϘਛгҦߞ
ŠŃŶŤŬŠŔŵŰűŴŠũŦųŦįűťŧġ
ȶৎ੯ȷൌ࣏ѽȶඏϘܺ።ߞўՑȷ
ѵधߞࣹ࢝౻྾ȄգϠྻԕᗝധԺ১ԯ ȂгҦߞசࠑऎᚂȄՂاލেྍ
ڽሲށਮҪྻڽԺЂȂԢϵգധԺ ᝊۖϘਛгҦᘘգێҁᚚയߞ႖Ȃڤ
ێҁ১ԯႋ៖ऎ֣ഺҞକ࣏૭Й֝ၙߞȄ Ⴕहᝯߞயᛟ֬Ѽ࣏ᕕԇـԺЃݑ་
Ϙӌڰఐា᠈ਣۖѵधԧԳൌԯऎഺৎ Ϣၭڰ؊ȂѽׄгҦኹ֖ێҁࠧசയ
ڽЂߞਮփ᜕Ђߞߋة༥ࣱȂ ԇȄӲ࢝ޱҞକ࣏றϘϘৎҞѽऎЃݑҐ
Ϣၭྻڰ൹ൄгӀឮߋᖖᄩߞўޱȂڹ
ڤྻգЦኃࢢލȉ
գᝯڼޱҪቮᅁࣉϘࣱ༡Ȅ
ҳݲܒڙտ३
Ӳޱۘ־ݑনᛝѽ҄ၭྻڰ৶ـԺЮ اहࠫҞࢺ᠈ݑфߤྻയԇᇢԪݑඡט
мȂЙ࣏֭࿂៉ߞݑ៉ߋۍᛟȂӺ࢝ ҄ݽЏ࣏ЂཕݙᘌȂԯթԋᕕႍবᅆᅁȂ
Ϡఐᇰ᜕ȄĳııĴՐࢃऎԑಧৎӲ ႅ൯ЎȂѽـԑবԳኹ֖བྷඡയԇȄԴ
ޱഢܠԴϯҾгҦၭྻڰ৶КȂӅ༷գ ЙϳߞڽȂݙգϯҾгҦൌҞକቮঋւ
൵ьĵıĦ࣏ЃݑȞݑٷݕȟߞਛȄऎֺ ዋŊŊœńࢺ᠈యஜȶᇢԪݑඡטȷфȶᇢԪݑ
ജ୵๕ȂࢃݙգгҦൌᓲՇഺৎഢܠȄ ࢥᇯȷߞׅϧȄሃթԢȂҪঋᑫࣷߞг
ൊжገ൙ਛߞনۘႵऎኵ᛫Ȃԧ־ݑҪ ҦၭڰЪ๒ዎዋЎԯऎ࠲ڼޱቪЙږփ
ঋݚᑉЙӅঋߞৎϠࢠޱയԇȂऎၭڰ෩
ቮ֫ၭྻڰ৶ϠዴĴıĦĵıĦҞȄ
ـڻዃ࠲ቪߞ៉ᛟྻា᠈ᎢϭҝȄ
ၭྻڰНݙѽЙྻԇЃݑऎၭڰȂ࢝Ժ թҳȂѵधԧঋऎ՜૫֖ࣆϠ৶۶ᄌ
࣏ԯऎཇϯၭྻڰ৶ൌ࣏ݑٷȄ ৶Н༡ߞᗟਮփׅϧȂѽֺЏ၃ᇦ
ഺৎឮߋᖖᄩᅆЃݑփڭڏЙгӀȂӺற ௺ߞ؊ཕయᗜधᙇȄԴ־ݑ୨ᛝўবȂ
գӲޱഢᇒЖକӇഺৎݑᖖȄऎ࢙ գڱਛЏ၃Ӳޱۘయ֖ȂڭᝋށϞഺ
ӲϘৎгӀߞឮߋᖖᄩȂቮւዋళӡӲ ৎўޱᅆኧҐЃݑҐϢၭߞྻڰዴӫࠧ௱
ߞޱјࣱȂڼՂঋِԋȞѹঋ࣏ϯҾг գੜȂێݺҁਛȂࡋᕕւዋഺ࣏ێ
ҦȟԴĴՐаԇЙьݺĵıĦߞЃݑȞ ٷݕϯҾгҦߞӏڽਣўԨȄ
ݑȟ་ϢၭྻڰȄ
ՂգჁхȂҞւዋԺᇌЙԢߞᇳࡋȂҒࣁ
Ԩݙգၭڰወ՜һᛝৎϠᇳภȂѽфԨг
Ҧወ՜һᛝᇳภȄاЙᝒѽ୵๕֯ऎᇳ
ࡋȂԯऎᅆϘਛЂфґߞϯҾгҦ་
֖୵๕ߞЍ֯Ȃඏ࣏ྐྐះఀщᗞოϞȄ
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